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Abstract
A new event display program, Cleo3D, is being written to aid in the development of
hardware and software for CLEO III. Given that the final specifications for CLEO III are not
set, the core of the event display has been designed to be as experiment independent as
possible. The design stresses extensibility plus highly interactive and intuitive user controls.
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1 Introduction
The CLEO collaboration is presently designing and building a major upgrade to the experiment,
named CLEO III, which will be completed in 1998. This upgrade requires an updated event
display, since the old event display has proven to be very difficult to extend and maintain and
only provides a very restricted two dimensional view. The new event display is designed to be
user centric and extensible. We are having users test a prototype of the event display, named
Cleo3D [1], which can read present CLEO data.
2 User Centric Design
The idea of user centric design is wonderfully explained in The Design of Everyday Things [2].
The book discusses the psychology behind how people interact with objects which can then be
applied to design objects that are easy to use. In fact, the main premise behind the book is “if you
can’t use it, it’s poorly designed.” The elements which influence a design are the conceptual
model, visibility, feedback, and mapping.
2.1 Conceptual Model
A conceptual model is the user’s mental model of the system. A good conceptual model builds
on concepts the user already understands and matches the actual internal model of the system.
2.1.1 Objects in an event
An event display is a natural candidate for object oriented design, therefore we decided to write
Cleo3D using C++. To follow good object oriented design, we needed to find objects which are
appropriate for an event. To that end we chose objects which correspond to things that physicists
already associate with an event. We then grouped those objects into categories based on
similarity of purpose and life expectancy within the program.
We grouped the objects into the following categories: detector components, response,
reconstruction, analysis, Monte Carlo, and user defined. Detector components are the physical
and logical detector parts, for example the drift chamber end-plate (a physical part) or the drift
chamber itself (a logical part). The response category contains all the objects associated with the
response of the detector to the presence of a particle, for example hits in the drift chamber.
Reconstruction objects are the results of pattern recognition applied to the response items e.g.,
tracks. The analysis objects are the objects of primary interest to a physicist. The analysis
category includes particle hypotheses assigned to tracks (e.g. track 4 is a pion) as well as vertex
constraints applied to those particles. The Monte Carlo category contains objects which are
generated by the simulation software. This category includes “true” particles which passed
through the simulated detector or which decayed in flight. The final category is user defined
objects. These include annotations added by the user such as a figure title.
These categories are not independent of one another. A pion found in an analysis is inferred by
the presence of a track. That track is created by fitting a group of hits. The position of those hits
is determined by the placement of the wires in the drift chamber. A user object may be associated
with any of the previous objects.
To successful display all aspects of an event, the program design must contain objects from each
of these categories and allow for links between objects in different categories.
2.1.2 System conceptual model
The system conceptual model is the way the programmer thinks about the organization of the
program. We spent considerable time early in the design phase developing an overall system
model that would keep the implementation as consistent as possible. In addition, the system
model is used to shape the user interface so that the users conceptual model will match the system
model.
Our system model is defined by three concepts: Entity, Model, and View. An Entity is an event
object that lies within the program e.g., a track. A Model is an abstract representation of the
Entities. For example, we have a model which represents a track as a two dimensional curve and
a different model which shows the same track as a name in a list. One Model can support several
representations for an Entity. For example, our two dimensional model will be able to show the
track as a path a particle took through the detector or as a momentum vector whose origin lies at
the distance of closest approach to the origin. A View is an image created by a model. For
example, a two dimensional view could show the track as an x-y projection of the particle’s path.
The system model is in the form of a tree structure: the root of the tree is composed of the
Entities; the branches of the tree are the Models where each Model is an independent
representation of the Entities; and the leaves of the tree are the Views where we allow multiple
Views per Model.
Our current implementation of the system conceptual model has the following consequences.
First, since color and visibility are qualities of Entities, then the color and visibility for that Entity
are the same in all Models. For example, if track 1 is green and track 2 is invisible then track 1 is
green in all Models and track 2 is invisible in all Models. Alternatively we could have placed the
visibility and/or color information in the Model. We decided not to do this initially since we want
the user to feel as if each View is showing different aspects of the same Entity and therefore the
properties of that Entity should be consistent across all Views. Another consequence of the
present system model is that since the representation of an Entity is determined by the Model,
then all Views associated with that Model must represent the Entity in the same way. As an
example suppose that in the two 2D model the user changes the track representation from a path
to a momentum vector, then tracks become vectors in all 2D views. If this consequence turns out
to be unacceptable to the user we will allow each View to have its own Model.
2.2 Visibility
Visibility is defined as the ability for users to see how a system works. For good visibility the user
interface should reflect the internal system model so that the user can create the correct conceptual
model. In addition, good visibility allows the user to easily determine all the allowed actions.
As an example of visibility, our system requires that a user pick an Entity (say a track) before she
applies an action (such as changing the track’s color). But how should we stop a user from
attempting to do an action if she has not picked anything? In most user interfaces, if an action is
not allowed, the button for that action is disabled. But in our case there are three potential buttons
Figure 1: Example of which button to disable.
to disable as shown in Figure 1 : the “Command” menu on the main window, the “Set ID Color
...” menu item within the “Command” menu or the “Apply” button on the “Set ID Color”
command window. If we disable the “Command” menu the user will be unable to see what
actions are available if nothing is picked. In addition disabling the “Command” menu would
require that if the “Set ID Color” command window is open, it is the only window that can accept
input. Otherwise the user could unpick all the picked Entities and then try to set the color. If
instead we disable the “Set ID Color ...” menu item the user will not be able to know what
parameters are needed to set the color. We believe that the best button to disable is the “Apply”
button on the “Set ID Color” command window. This allows the user to learn about the set ID
color command even without having an Entity picked. Also, by disabling the “Apply” button we
can allow other windows to accept input when the “Set ID Color” command window is open.
Since other windows can get input, the user can leave the command window open even if she is
not using it.
2.3 Feedback
Feedback is defined as the information provided to the user after an action. Good feedback gives
immediate and appropriate response to a user action. In our system, if a user picks an Entity, say
a track, that track will instantly be highlighted in all Views. This allows the user to know that she
has successfully picked the track and reinforces the idea that each View is showing the same
track but using a different representation.
2.4 Mapping
Mapping is defined as the relationship between a control and the action it performs. A good
mapping between a control and its action exploits a natural relationship and fits the way a user
performs a task.
An example of natural mapping can be seen in how we handle panning in the 2D View. We have
given the user four buttons to control panning of the view as show in Figure 2. These buttons are
laid out in a cross and each button has a triangle icon with the point of the triangle pointing away
from the center of the cross. When the user presses a button, the view point is moved in the
direction the button’s triangle is pointing. Another possible mapping would be to move the
objects in the view in the direction represented by the buttons. We chose to move the viewpoint
rather than move the objects since in the user’s real world experience they walk around the
detector rather than pick the detector up and move it. Usability testing showed that the first time
Figure 2: Pictures of the two different types of Views: Hierarchy and 2D.
users tried to use the panning controls they often assumed that the controls moved the object, not
the viewpoint. After their initial failed assumption most of the users never made another
“mistake” and none ever made more than one additional “mistake”. We have not had a chance to
test the learning rate for having the controls move the object instead of the viewpoint.
Mappings should also be well thought out when designing a new task. For example, in Cleo3D
we plan to visualize the particles that the user has found in his analysis of an event. To allow this,
we will extend the analysis task the user is already applying. First, in the user’s analysis code he
must assign particle hypotheses to the tracks and showers in the event and then combine those
particles to form candidate decayed particles. Second, he must save the particle decay chain to a
file using functions supplied by an auxiliary Cleo3D library. Later he can run the event display
and load the decay chain file into Cleo3D. The event display then automatically retrieves the
matching event record, links the user’s particle hypotheses to the appropriate tracks or showers
and displays the decay chain. We believe that this is an appropriate mapping to the task since the
only new action the user must perform is to call the functions needed to store the decay chain.
3 Extensible Design Using Spectator
There are two major reasons that we decided that the program needed to be relatively easy to
extend. First, since the CLEO III detector design has not yet been finalized, the program must be
easy to modify. Moreover as CLEO III doesn’t exist we need to test the program using CLEO II
and CLEO II.5 data, which requires that the system be able to handle the difference between the
two detector setups at run time. Second, different users need to look at the events in different
ways, therefore we need to be able to add new types of Models as users request new data
representations.
Our solution to the extensibility problem was to create a C++ framework known as Spectator,
which is made up of the C++ objects that form the core functionality of the event display.
Spectator is designed to be as general purpose as possible and is operating system and experiment
independent. In addition, Spectator knows nothing about the exact details of the different models
or of the user interface.













Figure 3: Layering of modules in Cleo3D
that the modules follow a strict layering structure, illustrated by Figure 3. The bottom most layer
is composed of third party graphics libraries such as OpenGL. Independent of the first layer is
Spectator. The Spectator layer holds event Entities (Components, Response, etc.), all the actions
that can be performed on those Entities, and provides feedback to the Models when Entities
change. The third layer is made up of the DataInput and Model modules. The DataInput module
reads experiment dependent event information (detector geometry, hits, etc.) and creates
experiment independent event objects which are stored in Spectator. The Model modules
implement methods to draw the event objects. The topmost layer is the user interface module.
The user interface module provides the user access to the actions within Spectator and the
creation of new model views.
4 Design Prototype
We had two major reasons to create a design prototype of the event display: (1) to see if the
conceptual model we are using will be accepted by the users and (2) to test the visibility,
feedback, and mapping.










The prototype also has two Models: 2D and hierarchy. The 2D Model shows the Entities as two
dimensional orthographical projects in either the x-y (front), y-z (side), or x-z (top) plane. The
hierarchy Model shows the Entities as a tree structure. In Figure 2, the hierarchy view shows the
Detector Components as coming from a root composite named “CLEO II” which has children
“East EndCap”, “West EndCap”, and “Barrel”. In turn these children have children of their own.
Currently one can only pick Entities by using the mouse to click on their names in a hierarchy
View. In the final design the user will be able to pick an Entity by clicking on its representation in
any View, e.g., by clicking on its image in a 2D View.
We have just released this prototype to the CLEO collaboration and are reviewing the initial
comments and the notes we took while watching people use the program. We have found three
problems which are causing confusion. First, most users expected a 2D View to be opened when
the program starts. Several users went so far as to load an event file and continually press next
event to see if a window would appear. This expectation stems from their previous use of the old
CLEO event display which only has one graphics window that is opened when the program
starts. In the next release we will open a 2D and a hierarchy view when the program starts. The
second problem occurred when a user tried to do an action (such as set the color) without first
picking an Entity. Once we informed users that they must “pick, then act” they had no more
problems. Therefore we will emphasize this point in the help pages. The third problem occurred
when the user used an action window. Initially the user would change the settings in the action
window (e.g. set the toggles to invisible) and expect the Entities to be changed instantly. We
often had to remind them to press the “Apply” button. We are looking for more obvious methods
for applying actions.
5 Conclusion
We are in the process of designing a new event display for CLEO which incorporates a consistent
conceptual model, utilizes good visibility, feedback, and mapping and can be easily extended. We
are testing the design using a prototype we call Cleo3D.
The project is still in an early stage but the initial release has been well received by the
collaboration. Though we have gotten some feedback via e-mail comments from the users, we
have found that the best method for assessing the usability of the program is to watch a first time
user try to run the program. By asking the new user how she think the program works as she uses
it, we can see how she develops her conceptual model. This also allows us to test what minimal
exterior information is needed so that the user forms the correct conceptual model.
So far we are pleased with the extensibility of the design. We are able to make major changes to a
Model or add a new Model without affecting any of the other modules. In addition, we are able to
add parts to Spectator with only a minimal disturbance to the other modules. As an example, it
only took six hours to add the Monte Carlo Entities into the program and have them displayed in
the Views. For information on the status of the project and plans for future features please look at
our web site [1].
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